
Wind is part of the weather that is closely related to our daily life. We can feel the wind when 
the light breeze touches our faces, but we can barely see the wind with our eyes. Today, I 
am going to teach you how to make a windmill that can help you to observe the wind. 
 
You will need: 

- a small piece of eraser 
- a pencil with eraser 
- pin needle/push pin 
- scissors 
- paper 

 
Instructions: 

1. cut a piece of paper into square 
2. fold the paper diagonally in both directions, unfold the paper and there will be two 

creases which are the diagonals of the square 
3. cut from the four corners of the paper alone the creases until about 4 cm to the 

center  
4. place some glue to the center 
5. take one corner and bring to the center, glue it 
6. skip the next corner and bring the next one to the center, do the same until 4 corners 

are at the center and 4 are not 
7. use the pin needle to press through the center and a small piece of eraser 
8. take a pencil with eraser and fix the end of the pin to the eraser 

 
When the wind blows, the windmill will start to spin 

 
Science of Wind Power: 
This windmill we have here actually is a small version of the real windmill or wind turbine, 
which are important tools for the wind power. As you may know, wind power can provide 
electricity for us, but do you know how? 

 
As we learned yesterday, wind is air in motion. There are many tiny particles in air, and 
when the wind blows, the particles in the air are moving very fast, and there will be kinetic 
energy formed. This energy can be captured by the blades of the turbines, once the blades 
capture the energy, it starts to sopin, and the spin will start a generator in it. The generator 
turns that rotational energy into electricity. So in general, generating electricity from the wind 
is all about transferring energy from one medium to another. 
 


